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Before Mr. Justice Bisheshivar Ndfit Snvast-ai/a 

and Mr. Justice E. M'. NtDimnitly

2 B A H A D U R  N IG A M  an d  o 'r in a is  ( D k ,fk n im n t-

....a p p e l l a n t s ) V. D O O R G A  PRASAD  N IG A M  ( P L A w r iF f-

r e s p o n d e n t )*.

Negotiable Instruments Act { XXVI  of 1881), section 87— Pro- 
?7iissory note— Material alteration in promissory note—  

Signature of an executant forged by or at instance of payee-— 

Promissory note, whether void against other executan ts — Ciinl 
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), order X X I H,  rule i— Two  

promissory notes for same loan— Suit on one pronote with

drawn without permission to bring fresh suit— Suit on second 

promissory note, whether barred under order XXI I I j  rule  

1(3) C. P. C.

Where after the exetution ol: a promissory note by some 

persons the signature of; luiother person as an cxetutant Is 

forged on it by or at the instance of the payee without the 

consent of the other executants and the aUeration is not m ade 

ill order to carry out the common intention of the original 

parties, the promissorv note is void against tlie original execu

tants also under section 87 of the Negotiable In.strnnients Act. 

Kamal Khan v. Nizam Uddin (1), Gogun Chunder Chose  v. 

Dhurmodhur M undul (3), Davidson v. Cooper (jj), Gardner v. 
Walsh (4), and Gour Chandra Das v. Prasana Kiirnar Chandra 

(5), referred to.

Where a loan is advanced on a promissory note which is 
embodied in a subsequent promissory note and a suit on the 

first promissory note is withdrawn without obtaining permis

sion to bring a fresh suit, then a fresh suit on the second 

promissory note is barred under order XXni, rule i, sub

clause (3) of the Code of C ivil Procedure. Payanna Reena  

Saviinathan v. Panalana Palaniappa (6), distinguished,

Messrs. Ambika Prasad and M cihesh Prasad, i'or ilie 

appellants.

Mr. Makund Behari Lai, for the respondent.

♦First Civil Appeal No. 9 of 1933, against the decree of Babu Mahabii’ 
I’rasacl Varma, Sulsordinate Judge oi: Lucknow, dated the 5th ol: Dcceinbi'v.

(1) (192‘il A. I. R., All., i2i3. (2) (i88i> I.L.R.. 7 Cal.. 616.
Oi) 13 M k  W . Ex. Ch. 353. (4) 24 L .],, Q ,B ., 385.
(5) (1906) I.L.R., 33 Cal., 813. (61 (1913)'I,.R., 41 I.A ., 142.



Sru'astava and NAiNAVuttv, J J .  :— T h is is a defen- 

dants’ appeal from a judgment and decree of the Court 

of the learned Subordinate Judge of Lucknow decreeing Nigam 

the plaintiff’s suit. doorga

T h e facts out of which this appeal arises are briefly as 

follow s:

T h e plaintiff, B. Durga Prasad Nigam, filed a suit 

against B .  Iqbal Bahadur, B. Khurshed Bahadur 

and B. T ej Bahadur on the basis of a promissory note 

said to have been executed by the defendants on the 
30th of December, 1 95 5 0 ,  for a sum of Rs.4,500. T h e  

plaintiff alleged that B. Shyam Sunder Lai Nigam, the 

father of B .  Khurshed Bahadur and T ej Bahadur, and 

brother of B .  Iqbal Bahadur, had also executed the 

pronote, but that, as he had not signed the pronote in the 

presence of the plaintiff, the latter discharged him.

T h e defendants in their written statements alleged 
that prior to the filing of the present suit the plaintiff 

had filed another suit, suit No. 99 of 1950, in the Court 

of the Subordinate Ju d ge^ f Lucknow against B. Iqbal 

Bahadur, B. T e j Baha^i^f and B. Shyam Sunder Lai on 

the 15th of October, 1950, on the basis of a pronote for 

Rs.3,000 said to have been executed by B. Iqbal Baha
dur. In that suit also the plaintiff discharged B. T e j 

Bahajiur Nigam, and wanted to obtain an ex p a rte  

decree against the other defendants, but the defendants 

B. Iqbal Bahadur and Shyam Sunder Lai having come 
to know of the filing of the suit against them appeared 

through their counsel on the 5th of December, 19ŝ o, 
and applied for setting aside of the order that the suit 

shoidd be heard ex  parte. T h eir application was grant

ed and the order directing the hearing of the case 

p arte w^s set aside on payment of costs. T h e defendants 

in that suit denied all liability in respect of the plaintiff’s 
claim on the pronote for Rs.3,000, and alleged tlrat the 

loan in respect of which the suit was brought was 
actually taken by one Mr. Dikshjt, propriefor of the 

Dikshit Motor 'W^rks in Haî atgâ ^̂  ̂ of
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Lucknow, and alleged that the pronote and rcccijn. lor 

Iqbal Rs.3,000 were without consideration and were obluiried
B a h  AD ITU. ,  ̂ /' • • 1 (' 1 ■ i t
Nigam by means or mis-representation and raise promises, (liat

DooRaA during the course of the trial of that suit the plaintiti:
Etawah to have an attachment before judgment 

of the movable property of B. Iqbal Bahadur and 11 

Shyam Sunder Lai, that when he reached F.tawah the 

and̂ Nam- plaintiff represented to B. Shyara Sunder Lai tliat he 
vuthj,jj. advance R s.10,000 on the security of tlie family

property situate in Etawah and Cawnpore and so liaix* 

the Etawah property released from attachment and sale 

by depositing the necessary amount in Court on or before 

the 5th of January, 1931, that B. Shyam Sunder I.al, 

believing in the truth of the representations made by die 

plaintiff, agreed to accept the timely help |)referred 1)V 
the plaintiff a nd sent his son B, Khurshed Ballad nr to 

B. Iqbal Bahadur at Cawnpore asking the latter to go 
with Khurshed Bahadur to Lucknow with all the. neces

sary documents and to satisfy the plaintiff with regard to 

the properties which x\?'ere to be morl.gaged to the latter, 

that the plaintiff was satisfied with the title deeds shown 

to him by Iqbal Bahadur, but insisted on B. Iqbal 

Bahadur, B. Khurshed Bahadur and B. T e j Bahadur 
executing a pronote for Us.4,500 in adjtistment of the 

claim made by him in suit No. 99 of that the

defendants objected to this proposal but the plaintifl\ 

taking advantage of the helpless condition in which the 

defendants were, constrained them to sign die |>ronote 

othenvise he would not make the advance of R,s. 10,000 

promised by him to Shyam Sunder Lai, that the plaintifl' 

further agreed that the pronote for Rs4,500 which he 

wanted the defendants to execute would be returned 

to them when the mortgage for Rs. 10,000 was executed, 

and that a sum of Rs.4,500 would be included in the 

mortgage, deed, that the defendants in order to save 

their valuable property in Etawah which had been put 

up for sale yielded to the pressure which was put upon 

them and signed the pronote and the receipt of Rs.4,500,
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I9 :i5although they had received no part of the consideration 

up to that time, that relying on the assurances given by 

the plaintiff, B. Shyam Sunder Lai, his wife and sons nig.-ui 

reached Cawnpore on the snd of January, 1931, and Doorga 

on the following day the plaintiff informed the defen- 

dants that he had not brought the sum of R s.10,000 

with him to Cawnpore, and he represented to the
1 r 1 1 1  • • 1 - 1  i n r.1 Sivaslava

clerenclants that he was wirm g to nis nephew B. Snyam ann Nana- 

Sunder Lai Nigam to bring the sum of Rs. 10,000 from 

the Bank and sent a telegram to that effect, that B.

Shyam Sunder Lai the father of defendants s and 3, 

on learning that the p kintiff had not brought the sum 

of Rs. 10,000 with him which he had promised to advance, 
refused to sign the pronote for Rs.4,500 and left Cawn

pore for Etawah at once, that B. Khuished Bahadur 

informed the plaintiff that his father had left for 
Etawah and did not agree to sign the pronote for 

Rs.4,500 until he had received the money promised by 
the plaintiff, that thereupon the plaintiff himself left for 

Lucknow and the proposed transaction whereby the 
plaintiff had agreed to advance a sum of Rs. 10,000 to 

the defendants fell through, that B. Iqbal Bahadur and 
B. Shyam Sunder Lai informed the Court of the 

Subordinate Judge of Lucknow, while suit No. 99 of 

1930, was pending in that Court, that the pronote mid 

receipt for Rs.4,500 were obtained by the plaintiff from 

the defendants under false representations and fraud, 

and they opposed the application of the plaintiff, dated 

the 15th of January, 1931, for withdrawal of his Suit 

'No. 99 of 1930, that the Subordinate Judge of Lucknow 
framed additional issues on the 2snd of January, 1931, 

on the pleas raised by the defendants and fixed the 20th 
of April, 1931, for recording the evidence in respect of 

those, issues, that the plaintiff however got the suit dis

missed on the 16th of April, 1931, in spite of all 
opposition by the defendants, that B. Shyam Sunder 

Lai never signed tbe pronote and jreeeipt for Rs,4,500 
and that the signatures of the latter on the pronote and



1935 I'eceipt for that amount were forged by or at i l i c  instance

iQBAi of the plaintiff, that the pronote and recei|)t in suit

were also not attested by any witnesses at the tiine Miey 

Doô sa written out and signed by Iqbal Bahadur, Khur-
Bahadur and T ej Bahadur, and that the plain till: 

had subsequently got them attested by persons who were 

not present when they were written out an<i signed by 

the defendants, that the pronote in suit was void under’ 
vutiy,jj. of Negotiable Instruments Act by reason

of a material alteration having been effectctl in it l>y 

or at the instance of the plaintiff while it was in his 

possession without the consent and knowledge of the 

defendants, that it could not form the basis of any relief 

in favour of the plaintiff, and that as distinct issues had 

been framed in the former suit as to the pronote and 

receipt now in dispute having been obtained by means 

of fraud and undue influence, the present suit of the 

plaintiff was void by virtue of the provisions of section 11 

of the Code of Civil Procedure and by the principle of 

res judicata and estoppel and also under the provisions 

of order X X III, rule 1 and order II, rule 2 of the Code.

The plaintiff in his replication to the written state- 

ments filed by the defendants alleged that the pronote 

was executed at Lucknow and that the defendants 

signed it and also obtained the signatures of Shyam 

Sunder Lai at Etawah before they signed it, that the 

pronote in suit had nothing to do with the loan trans

action for Rs. 10,000 which the plaintiff had agreed to 

advance to B. Shyam Sunder Lai if the latter satisfied 

him in respect of his title deeds to the property owned 

by him in Etawah and Cawnpore, and that even if it be 

taken as true that the pronote in suit was connected with 

the above transaction nevertheless the plaintiff’s claim 
should be decreed.

Upon the pleas of both parties the learned Subor

dinate Judge framed the following issues:

I. Is the suit barred by res judicata}
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5 . Is the suit barred by order II, rule a and order 

X X III, rule 1 of the Code of C ivil Procedure?

3- Have the signatures of B. Shyam Sunder Lai been 

forged on the pronote and receipt by or at the instance 

of the plaintiff? If so to what effect?

4- Did the plaintilf make the representations as 

alleged in para. 24 of the written statement and if so is 

he estopped from maintaining this suit?

5. Are the facts alleged in para. of the written 

statement correct, and if so can the pronote in suit not 

form the basis of this suit as alleged?

6. Is the pronote in suit without consideration?

7<x. Is the question of the pronote dated the 17th of 
March, 1939, and the pronote in suit being without 

consideration and having been obtained by fraud and 
undue influence res judicata between the parties?

>jh. If not, were they obtained by fraud and undue 

influence as alleged?

8. Was the pronote dated the I'/th of March, 1959, 

without consideration, and if so to what effect?

9. Was the receipt in suit attested by the witnesses 

after its execution and if so, to what effect?

T h e  learned Subordinate Judge decided issues 1 and 
5 in favour of the plaintiff and held that the present 

suit was not barred by res judicata, and that the pronote 

in suit could form the basis of the present suit. His 
finding on the and issue was that the subject-matter of 

the two suits were altogether different and that order II, 

rule 2 and order X X III, ru le 1 had no application to 

the present case, and he accordingly decided issue 2 in 
favour of the plaintiff and against the defendants. His 

finding on the 3rd issue was that the pronote and the 
receipt already bore the signatures of B.; Shyam Sunder 
Lai before it was handed over to the plaintiff and he 

accordingly decided issue No. 3 in favour oLthe plaintiff 

and against the defendants. He decided issue 
against the plaintiff a n d  held that the question of the

I q b a l

B a h a b u b

N igajmc

V.
D03H<1A
PUASAn
N i g -a m

1935

S>'ivcisia^>a 
and Nana.- 
\nitty, J J ,



1035 present pronote having been executed under undue in- 
ifiBAL fiuence and fraud had been ieft undecided in the pre-

B a h a d t j i !, . . ^  _ .  „  , . . ,

NiiiAM vious suit. His nndings on issues o and were ni 

DooiiGA favour of the plaintiff and he accepted the plaintilf’s 

version of what iiad happened in preference to the 

account given by the defendants and he held that tlie 

pronote in suit was for consideration. His finding on 

n-,vi N an a -  issue No. g was also in favour of the plaintiff and against 
Lutty,jj. defendants. The learned Subordinate Judge

accordingly decreed the plaintiff’s suit ■u'-itli costs.

Dissatisfied ’with the judgment and decree of the trial 

Court the defendants have filed the present appeal.

We have heard the learned counsel of both parties tor 
three whole days, and have carefully examined the 

evidence on the record and perused the judgment of 

the learned Subordinate Judge. T he judgment of the 
learned Subordinate Judge is a very lengthy one, but 

we have received very little illumination and help from 
it. In fact the learned Subordinate Judge has lost him

self in a case of details and has even given conflicting 

findings on some of the points involved in the case. 

Thus, for instance, in the coui'se of his finding on issue 
he expressed himself as follow s;

“ T he defendants never gave up their plea. T h ey 

again denied the alleged adjustment and agreed to the 
withdrawal of the suit only under order X X III, rule i, 

G. P. C. T he Court could not pass an order on the 

merits unless it had heard the defendants' evidence.”

In the course of his findings on issues i and 5 he, 
however, expressed himself thus;

“This part of the order ‘that defendant No. 1 is ’lot 

entitled to costs as he has failed to support the defence" 
is very significant. As stated above the only defence of 

the defendants at that stage of the suit was that the ad

justment had been arrived at under fraud and undue 

influence. T h e execution of the pronote was admitted.
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ID .jr.
It therefore follows that the Court found that the de

fendant No, 1 had failed to prove that the subsequent b Ih w i. 
pronote was executed under fraud and undue influence.” Kmaivi

T h is expression of opinion is diametrically opposed ©oob«a 

to that given by the learned Subordinate Judge in the 
course of his finding on issue ^a. It seems to us that 

the learned Subordinate Judge has lost his way in the 
maze of conflictina’ versions eiven by both parties, and Nanâ

T r 1 • r 1 r r  i i v u t l y . J J .
msteacl ol: being master ot the tacts or the case he had 
allowed himself to be overwhelmed by the ingenious 

stories told by both sides. W e have therefore examined 

the evidence on the record for ourselves and have arrived 

at an independent conclusion upon that evidence as to 

what, in our opinion, are the true facts of the case.

Upon a careful consideration of the evidence and after 

giving to the arguments of the learned counsel of both 

parties our best attention, we have come to the conclu

sion that the original pronote for R s.3,000 executed by 

Iqbal Bahadur on the 17th of March, 1939, is not 

proved to have been executed on behalf of Mr. Dikshit, 

late proprietor of the Dikshit Motor Works. In any 

case, Iqbal Bahadur, being the executant of the pronote, 

was legally responsible under the Negotiable Instru

ments A ct for payment of the amount due under that 

pronote.

W e further hold that the plaintiff in his desire to re

cover the amount due under that pronote went to 

Etawah to execute attachment before judgment, and 

there at the instance of the defendants entered into a 

negotiation with B. Shy am Sunder Lai, the father of 

Khurshed Bahadur and T ej Bahadur, with a view to- 

advancing to them a loan of Rs. 10,000 in order to save 

the property of the defendants which w a s  under attach

ment and sale on the 5 th of January, 1951.

In Suit No, 99 of 1950, two issues had been raised b y  

the defendants to the following effect:

V O L. X Ij LUCKNOW SER IES 3 6 7



outty, JJ.

1935 (g) Whether the defendant No. i (Iqbal Baha.dur)

Iqb.1i  carried on any family business and was lieacl of liic

family and manager of the family business? 

i>ooEGA (4) Whether the loan in suit was contracted by de- 
fendant No. i as manager of the family for iamilv 

necessity and for family bi;siness as alleged?

The plaintiff B. Durga Prasad Nigam discharged 

si-nd Nann- defendant No. 3, B. T ej Bahadur, on the 3rd of Decem
ber, 1930 and, as he found that it was difficult for him to

prove that Iqbal Bahadur had executed the jyronote for 
Rs.3,000 as head and manager of the family and for 
family necessity, he conceived the ingenious idea of 
getting a fresh pronote executed by all the members of 

the family and to take advantage of the difficulties under 

which the members of the defendants’ family w-ere 

labouring because of the attachment and sale of their 
property in Etawah. He, therefore, agi'eed to advance 

them Rs. 10,000 on a mortgage provided he was satisfied 
with their title to the properties owned by them in 

Etawah and Cawnpore. He. however, made the grant 
of his aid in the shape of a loan to the defendants condi

tional on all the members of the family executing a 

pronote for Rs.4,500. Iqbal Bahadur, Khurshed 
Bahadur and T ej Bahadur, finding no way out of their 

difficulties, executed the pronote for Rs.4,500 in Luck
now but when Shyam Sunder Lai came to Cawnpore 

hoping to get the loan of Rs. 10,000 from the pJaintifl', 

he declined to sign the pronote for Rs.4,500 unless R. 
Durga Prasad Nigam actually gave him the ]>romiscd 

sum of Rs. 10,000. The latter having already got the 

pronote for Rs.4,500 executed by B. Iqbal Bahadur, B. 

Khurshed Bahadur and B. T ej Bahadur, had no inten

tion of giving them a loan of Rs. 10,000, and accordingly 

Shyam Sunder Lai, who was almost as shrewd a man as 

Durga Prasad, declined to put his signature to the pro- 

note and receipt which had already been signed by his 

brother and his sons, and thus the whole transaction 
fell through.

;^68 TH E INDIAN LAW REPORTS [ \ ’OL, XI



This, in our opinion, is the conclusion as to the true
facts o£ the case to be gathered from the evidence on the iqbai.

record. W e hold that the signatures of B. Shyam

Sunder Lai on the pronote and receipt in suit were dogugj.
made by or at the instance of the plaintiff B. Durga b̂asa»-

^  N ig a m

Prasad Nigam  while the pronote and receipt were in his 
custody. In affixing the signatures of Shyam Sunder 

Lai on the pronote, or in getting them affixed, B. Durga snvmktm' 
Prasad over-reached himself and that is why in the very 

plaint that he filed on the basis of this pronote in para.

5, presumably acting under legal advice, lie wrote “ that 

B. Shyam Sunder Lai executant is discharged and no 
relief is sought against him as he did not sign in the 

presence of the plaintiff.” Had the plaintiff been con

tent to leave well alone, and had he not fictitiously and 
fraudulently got the signature of B. Shyam Sunder Lai 
affixed on the pronote and the receipt of the 30th of 

December, 1930, he might have had a valid claim against 

the defendants in the present suit, for in that case it 

would not have been possible to discover the true facts 

of the case as the pronote itself would have borne out the' 
story of the plaintiff, but the material alterations made 
in the pronote and receipt by, or at the instance of, the 
plaintiff, in our opinion, clearly go to support the 
version of the transaction as given by the defendants.

W e have come to the conclusion that the signatures 

of B. Shyam Sunder Lai on the pronote and receipt are 

not his genuine signatures because we have compared 

them with the signatures of B. Shyam Sunder Lai ow 

documents which are more than 30 years old and pro

duced from proper custody and whose genuineness has 

been rightly presumed by the low er Court. T h e  signa

tures of B. Shyam Sundar Lai on these old and genuine* 

documents differ radically from the signatures of B.

Shyam Sunder Lai alleged to have been made by him on 

the pronote and receipt in question. W e have come to* 

this conclusion after a careful comparison of signatures..

VOL'. Xl]^ LUCXNOW'SERIES 3 0 C|',
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N x g a m

;1935

S r i v a a t a v a  

and Nana- 
vuUy, J J .

Iji die second place B. Siiyam Sunder Lai has himself 

denied his alleged signatures on the proiiote and receipt 

and we believe him on that point. On the other hand 

the plaintiff B. Durga Prasad does not positively assert 

that the signatures purporting to be Shy am Sunder LaFs 

on the pronote and receipt were really made by Shyam 

Sunder Lai. On the contrary he has virtually conceded 

the possibility of their being forgeries by discharging 

Shyam Sunder Lai of all liability under the pronote and 
receipt. These circumstances and our own personal 

observation and comparison of signatures and the place 

on the pronote and receipt where these signatures are 

to be found lead us to the reasoned belief that they are 

not genuine and that they were made by somebody 

other than Shyam Sunder on the pronote and receipt 

below the signatures of those executants who admit 

having put their signatures on these documents, and 

that these forged signatures of B. Shyam Sunder Lai 
were made on the pronote and receipt while they were in 
the custody of the plaintiff. W e believe the evidence on 
this point given by B. Shyam Sunder Lai, Iqbal Bahadur 

and T ej Bahadur and others examined on behalf of the 

defendants. Relying upon the evidence of these wit

nesses we hold that the evidence of B. D urga Prasad, 

plaintiff, that the signatures of B. Shyam Sunder Lai 
had been made on the pronote and receipt at Etawah 

before these documents were brought to him is false. 

T h e  very position of these suspected signatures made 

below the signatures of other executants who are said 

to have signed these documents subsequently gives the 

lie direct to the-plaintiff’s story. T h e fact that there are 

two signatures of Shyam Sunder Lai on each of these docu

ments is also not without significance. And for all these 

reasons we are constrained to hold that forgery in res

pect of Shyam Sunder Lai’s signatures on the pronote 

and receipt was committed while these documents w=re 

in the custody of the plaintiff, and that these signatures



“Of B. Sliyam Sundet Lai were forged by or at the-instance 
'.of the plaintiff B. Diirga Prasad. iqbai. -

Section 87 of the Negotiable InstriimeBts Act (Act 

X X V I of 1881), runs as follows: Dgobga

“Any material alteration of a negotiable instrument 
T en d ers the same void as against any one who is a party 
.thereto at the time of makipg such alteration and does 

tnot consent thereto, unless it was made in order to carry and Mam- 
out the common intention of the original parties.”

In the present case we hold that the addition of the 
name of B. Shyam Sunder Lai, father of defendants st 

and 3 and brother of defendant No. 1, was not made 
with the consent of these defendants nor was it made in 
■order to carry out the common intention of the original 

parties, because we hold that the common intention of 
the parties was that a loan of Rs. 10,000 should be 
advanced by the plaintiff to the defendants and that 
■this common intention fell through owing to the un

willingness of the plaintiff to advance that sum to the 
defendants. We, therefore, decided issue No. 5 against 

the plaintiff and hold that the signatures of B. Shvara 

Sunder Lai on the pronote and receipt in suit have been 
forged by, or at the instance, of the plaintiff B. Durga 

Prasad Nigam, and therefore the pronote is void as 
against the defendants, who were not consenting parties 

to the material alteration made in the pronote and 
receipt.

In Kamal Khan v. Nizam Uddin (1), it was held that 
■where a pronote was originally written in favour of Alam 
Khan, which was subsequently changed into Kamal Khan, 
the alteration was a material one rendering the note void 
under section 87 of the Negotiable Instruments Act.

In Go gun Chunder Ghose v. Dhurmodhizr M undul 

(s), it was held that a party who has the custody of an 
Instrument made for his benefit is bound to preservt; it 

in its original state and any material alteration in it will
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1&35 -.vitiate the instrument, and k  was further held lliat

Iqbal wliei'C a peisoii brings a suit, upon a document which 

xvhen produced in evidence is found to have been 

BoaksA fraudulently altered to the knowledge of the plaintiff
Court ought to allow an amendment to enable him 

to succeed upon it in its original state. T h e  cases of 

Davidson v. Cooper (i) and Gardner v. M^alsh (a), were 

m7 mna. relied upon by the learned Judges of the Calcutta High 
v u u y ,  J J .  Qourt in this case.

Again in Gour Chandra Das v. Prasanna Kumar 

Chandra (3), it was held that any change in an instru
ment which causes it to speak a different language iii 

legal effect from that which it originally spoke and which 

changes the legal identity or character of the instrument 

either in its form or the relationvS of the patties to it 

an alteration which will Invalidate it against all parties 

not consenting to the alteration, and that it is of no 

consequence whether the alteration would be benefichi! 
or detrimental to the parties sought to be charged under 
the contract.

it  is clear from the authorities cited above that the 

pronote in suit in the present case is void under section

s '  of the Negotiable Instruments Act, and the sui^ must 
fail on that account.

We are also clearly of opinion that the present suit is 
barred by order XXIII, rule 1 of the Code of C ivil 

Procedure. In the proceedings in the previous sait  ̂
Suit No. 99 of 1950, the learned Subordinate judge. 

Pandit Sheo Narain Tiwari, had framed the following 

additional issues on the 22nd of January, 1931:

1, Whether the defendant No. 1 Iqbal Bahadur and
T ej Bahadur and Khurshed Bahadur and Shyatn Sunder 

Lai had executed a fresh pronote for Rs.4,500 in favour 
of the plaintiff in adjustment of the claim in suit by 

means of fraud and undue influence practised upon them

fi) 13 M, 8c W, Ex. Ch. 353- (2) 24 L.f., Q.'B., iaSr,.
(3) (1906) I.L.R., 33 Cai./Su.
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by the phiintiil: as alleged by theiii in their written state- I9:i5 

nieiit and oral pleadiiigs? '  iqba-l...
BAHAmTfi

5. W'hether Shyam Simder Lai, defendant No. 2, -Nigaim

signed the fresh pronote for Rs.4,500? Doorua

3. W hether the fresh pronote for Rs.4,500 is for n-igam

consideration so far as defendant No. i is concerned?

4. 'I'o what relief if any is the plaintiff entitled? Snvastava
 ̂  ̂ and Nana-

1  he learned Subordinate Judge fixed the n th  of niity,JJ. 

February, 1931, for fding of docinnents. On the 16th 

of April, 1931, the plaintiff B. Durga Prasad Nigam, and 

his coiuisel stated that the plaintiff’s suit be dismissed 

as die ])laintiff had obtained a fresli pronote in lieu of 

the pronote in suit. T he defendants’ counsel stated 
that defendant No. s Shyam Sunder Lai had not execut

ed the fresh pronote and that the signatitres of B. Shyam 

Sunder Lai on the pronote and receipt were forged and 

that defendiuit No. 1 Iqbal Bahadur had executed the 

pronote under circumstances alleged by him in his 
wi'itteti statement, and that it was not in consideration 

of the pronote of the 17th of March, 1929. Counsel for 
the defendants also stated that if the plaintiff wanted to 

with-'raw his suit under order XXLII, rule 1 of the Code 

x>f Civil Procedure, costs shoidd be awarded, and he also 

staled that he did not want to produce further evidence 

in s]il>pori of his claim /or costs: It is clear from the

statement of the defendants’ counsel in the previous suit 

that the defendants never withdrew their allegations 

that the pronote for Rs.4,500 executed on the 30th of 

Dccendjer, 19̂ 50, was obtained from them by fraud and 

misrepresentation, and that B. Shyam Simder Lai had 

never executed it, and that his signatures on the pronote 

and receipt were forgeries. Nevertheless the learned 

Subordinate Judge on the i6th of April, 1931, upon the 

request of the plaintiff, dismissed his suit with no oi'ders 

as to costs. It is clear that the order of the learned 

Subordinate Judge, dated the, 16th of A p r il,: 1931, waf



1935 passed under order XXIII, rule g, of the Code of

iQB.ii, Civil Procedure, which runs as folloWvS:
N ig  AM "Where it, is proved to the satisfaction of the Court

Domga a suit has been adjristed wholly or in part by any
S t l t r  hawful agreement or compromise or where the defendant

satisfies the plaintiff in respect of the whole oi‘ any part 
of the subject-niatter of the suit, the Court wshall order 

cSSaua- such agreement, compromise or satisfaction to be re- 
mitty,jj. s|-̂ all pass a decree in accordance therexvith

so far as it relates to the suit.”
It was not proved to the satisfaction of the learned 

Subordinate Judge that Suit No. 99 of 1930 had been 
adjusted wholly or in part. There was no evidence
given of any lawful agreement or compromise entered
into by the parties. In fact the defendants were loudly 
protesting that the fresh pronote was a forgery and had 
been obtained from them by means of undue influence, 
misrepresentation and fraud. The order dismissing the 
plaintiff’s suit was undoubtedly passed under order 
XXIII, rule 1, because the plaintiff withdrew from the 
suit, and it is equally clear that no permission of the 
Court to bring a fresh suit in respect of the same subject 
matter was granted to the plaintiff before his suit was 
dismissed under order X X III, rule i, of the Code of 
Civil Procedure. That being the.ca?e,, the present suit, 
which is brought in respect of the same subject-matter, 
namely, the loan of Rs.3,000 advanced on the pronote 
of the 17th of March, 19^9 and alleged to have been 
embodied in the pronote of the 30th of December, 1930, 
is barred under order X X III, rule 1, sid)~c!aiise (3) of 
the Code of Civil Procedure, which lays down that where 
the plaintiff withdraws from his suit, he shall be preclud
ed from instituting any fresh suit in respcct of such 
subject-matter or such part of the claim. In our opinion, 

the subject-matter of the present suit is the same as the 
subject-matter of the former suit, Suit No. 99 of 

the only difference being that the subject-matter in the 
former suit was embodied in the pronote of the it 7th of
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March, while the same subject-matter is embodied 
in the pronote of the goth of December, 1930. iqbal~~

T h e learned counsel for the plaintiff-respondent 
invited our attention to a ruling of theix Lordships of 
the Privy Council reported in Pay anna Reena Saminii- ^asad 
than V. Panalana Palaniappa (1), in which their Lord

ships of the Judicial Committee held that although the 

claims in the two actions arise out of the same transaction andTma- 
they were in respect of different causes of action and that JJ'-
consequently the second action was not brought contrary 

to section 34 of the Ceylon Code of C ivil Procedure of 
i8gg, which is in the same terms as the Indian Code of 

C ivil Procedure of 1908 (order II, rule 2). T h at ruling 

can afford no guidance in determining the application 
of order X X III, rule 1 of the Code of C ivil Procedure 

to the present case. Here the consideration for the 
pronote of Rs.4,500 upon which the plaintiff lias brought 

the present suit, is the same consideration which was 
embodied in the pronote for Rs.3,000 which formed the 
subject-matter of the former suit, Suit No. 99 of 1930.

W e are, therefore, clearly of opinion that the present 

suit is barred by order X X III, rule 1, sub-clause (3) of 

the Code of C ivil Procedure.
In our opinion the plaintiff’s suit fails both by reason 

o f section 89 of the’ Negotiable Instruments Act as also 

by reason of the ‘ provisions of order X X III, rule 1 of 

the Code of C ivil Procedure.
T h e result, therefore, is that we allow this appeal, set 

aside the judgment and decree of the trial Court and 
dismiss the plaintiff’s suit with costs of both Courts.

Appeal allowed,

( i )  (1913) L.R., I-A., M2.
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